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Computing Local Integral Closures
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Let A be a discrete valuation ring. We give a new approach to the round4 algorithm
which permits the computation of the integral closure of A in a finite separable field
extension of its field of fractions.
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In most computer algebra systems, an algorithm has been implemented for computing
the integral closure of an integral domain in a finite extension of its field of fractions. The
problem of computing explicitly integral closures has been studied by several mathemati-
cians. Basically, one can distinguish two or three types of methods. H. Zassenhaus has
developed two algorithms called round2 and round4 which are used in number theory;
they are, for example, implemented in Axiom, Magma, LiDIA, KANT, PARI and SIMATH. The
round2 algorithm (see Lenstra, 1992; Cohen, 1995) is based on linear algebra over a prin-
cipal ideal domain. The round4 algorithm (see Ford, 1987; Pohst and Zassenhaus, 1989)
builds on famous criteria due to Dedekind and Eisenstein and searches for elements meet-
ing Dedekind-like conditions (the so-called Berwick and Eisenstein elements). More re-
cently, in van Hoeij (1994), van Hoeij constructed a specific algorithm for computing inte-
gral bases in algebraic function fields. This algorithm is based on Puiseux expansions and
has been implemented in Maple. Most of the authors dealing with such algorithms choose
a specific framework and by computing the integral basis B of A in an extension of its field
of fractions they mean to compute a basis of the A-module B (assumed finite and free).
In the present paper, we look at the round4 algorithm from a new perspective. First, we
choose to work over a base ring which is a general discrete valuation ring. So the algorithm
developed here is applicable in number theory as well as in algebraic geometry. Also the
classical round4 algorithm does not apply in the context of infinite residual fields. In our
new approach, we point out the differences between the finite case and the infinite one.
We give a new method which says how to proceed in the infinite case. As in the round4
algorithm, the Berwick and Eisenstein elements play a crucial role (see Propositions 1.1
and 3.8). In addition, we introduce the notion of pseudo-isomorphism that allows simpler
computations while preserving the structures we are looking for (ring of integers and
prime decomposition). All this information is incoded in the simple structure introduced
in Section 3. This allows not only the computation of integral bases but also ramification
data and prime decompositions all at the same time.
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We said that the base ring which we consider is a discrete valuation ring. In fact, by
localization, we can reduce the problem to the following.
For A a discrete valuation ring with field of fractions K, compute explicitly the algebraic
structure of the integral closure B of A in a finite extension L of K of degree n or more
generally a reduced K-algebra of dimension n.
In order to explain the different elements of the algebraic structure which we will
compute, we introduce the following notations, used throughout the paper. We denote
by v the associated valuation on A (assumed to be normed), pi one of its uniformizing
elements (v(pi) = 1) , k its residual field, and l = B/ rad(B) the residual ring of B which
is the quotient of B by its Jacobson radical (for y ∈ B, we set y = y mod rad(B)). We
suppose that
H-1 The K-algebra L is supposed to be e´tale over K.
H-2 The k-algebra l is supposed to be e´tale over k.
We recall that a finite K-algebra is e´tale if and only if it is a finite product of separable
extensions (see Bourbaki, 1985, Chapter 5, Section 6, no 3 for more details). It follows
from H-1 that B is free A-module of dimension n; so it admits a basis over A. The
ring B is also a semi-local Dedekind ring and therefore a principal ideal domain or a
finite product of such rings. So the ideal piB has the following factorization into primes:
piB = pie11 · · ·pierr B, where the piiB are the maximal ideals of B. Hypothesis H-1 implies
that n =
∑r
i=1 eifi where fi = dimk B/piiB denotes the residual degree of the ideal piiB.
We will compute all these elements.
In concrete terms, we suppose that we know a primitive element of L over K which
can be assumed to be integral over A; so the problem is:
Given a monic separable polynomial F ∈ A[X], compute explicitly the al-
gebraic structure of the integral closure of A in K[X]/〈F 〉.
In order to do this, we will have to:
• compute characteristic polynomials in K[X]/〈F 〉,
• factorize polynomials over k (but never over K),
• compute Bezout coefficients in k[X].
1. Monogeneity
An A-algebra C is said to be monogenic if there is a monic polynomial G ∈ A[Y ] such that
C = A[Y ]/〈G〉. In this case, the element y = Y mod G is called a monogenic element of
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C over A. The knowledge of a monogenic element of B (over A) permits us to compute
what we want. The family {1, y, . . . , yn−1} is indeed a basis of B over A. Moreover,
by Kummer’s theorem, we know that the factorization modulo pi of the characteristic
(or minimal) polynomial of y over K gives the factorization of pi in B. More precisely,
if G ≡ Ge11 · · ·Gerr (mod pi) is the primary decomposition of G modulo pi then B has
exactly r maximal ideals: pi = 〈pi,Gi(y)〉 for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, the residual degree of pi equals
deg(Gi), and the factorization of piB is pe11 · · · perr .
Therefore we have to study monogeneity in details. First of all, we recall a criterion
which permits us to decide whether y ∈ B is a monogenic element of B over A. Then,
we give a necessary and sufficient condition for B to be monogenic over A.
when y ∈ B satisfies B = A[y]: the dedekind criterion
Given a primitive element y ∈ B of L over K, we need an effective criterion to know
if B = A[y]. To show this equality, it is necessary and sufficient to show that A[y] is
integrally closed or a finite product of integrally closed rings. As A[y] is reduced and
Noetherian, it is also equivalent to the fact that A[y] is a normal ring. The well known
Dedekind criterion, which we recall now, permits us to decide whether A[y] is normal
(see Cohen, 1995 or Montes and Nart, 1992).
Proposition 1.1. (Dedekind Criterion) Let G ∈ A[X] be a monic square-free poly-
nomial and let G1 · · ·Gr ∈ A[X] be arbitrary monic liftings of irreducible divisors of G
modulo pi. We introduce R ∈ A[X] such that G = Ge11 · · ·Gerr + piR; then the quotient
A[X]/〈G〉 is a normal ring if and only if the polynomials R and ∏ei≥2Gi are relatively
prime modulo pi.
In particular, if G is square-free modulo pi then G satisfies the Dedekind criterion
and A[X]/〈G〉 is normal. Sometimes, one says that x = X mod G is a Berwick element
(see Ford, 1987).
a condition for B to be monogenic
Theorem 1.2. Assuming H-1 and H-2, B is a monogenic A-algebra if and only if the
k-algebra l admits a primitive element over k.
Proof. We distinguish two steps: first we lift a primitive element of l over k to a primitive
element of B/piB over k and then we lift this one to a monogenic element of B over A.
We have two isomorphisms of k-algebras
l ' B/pi1B × · · · ×B/pirB and B/piB ' B/pie11 B × · · · ×B/pierr B.
For each i we set B′i = B/pi
ei
i B; it is a local k-algebra of dimension ni = eifi and its resid-
ual field is the quotient B′i/piiB
′
i is of dimension fi. Let x = (x1, . . . , xr) be a primitive
element of l over k and P = P1 · · ·Pr ∈ k[X] its minimal polynomial. Hypothesis H-2
implies that each polynomial Pi is separable, of degree fi; furthermore the polynomials Pi
are necessarily prime to each other. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we set Qi = Pi−pii ∈ B′i[X]; then xi is
a root of Qi modulo pii and, because of the separability of Pi, Q′i(xi) = P
′
i (xi) is invertible
modulo pii. Consequently, using Newton’s method, we can lift this root modulo all the
powers of pii. As pii is a nilpotent element of B′i, this shows that there exists yi ∈ B′i such
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that Pi(yi) = pii. One can verify that P eii is necessarily the minimal polynomial of yi over
k; therefore yi a primitive element of B′i over k. Since the polynomials Pi are prime to
each other, y = (y1, . . . , yr) is a primitive element of B/piB over k. Now, hypothesis H-1
implies that B is a finitely generated A-module; using Nakayama’s lemma, we prove that
every element z ∈ B such that z mod piB = y is a monogenic element of B over A. 2
From the previous proof, we can deduce the following criterion (which is well known
in local fields theory, see Serre, 1968).
Proposition 1.3. If B is a discrete valuation ring, then an element x ∈ B is a mono-
genic element of B over A if and only if x is a primitive element of l over k and if there
is a polynomial P ∈ A[X] such that P (x) is a uniformizing element of B.
If residual fields are infinite, one can always find a monogenic element in B. On the
other hand, if k is finite, this is not true. This is well known in number theory and
is connected with the divisors of the index of a number field (see Narkiewicz, 1990,
Chapter 4, Section 3). From our point of view, if residual fields are finite, the strategy
which consists in searching a monogenic element of B, cannot be the good one. This
remark lead us to introduce the notion of pseudo-isomorphism.
2. Pseudo-isomorphism and Structural Stability
Definition 2.1. Let L and L′ be e´tale K-algebras. Let B and B′ be the integral clo-
sures of A in L and L′, respectively. A K-linear map ϕ : L → L′ is said to be a
pseudo-isomorphism if ϕ(B) ⊂ B′ and if the induced map ϕ : B/piB → B′/piB′ is
an isomorphism of k-algebras.
If there exists a pseudo-isomorphism between L and L′, we will say that L and L′ are
pseudo-isomorphic. Pseudo-isomorphisms permit us to classify e´tale K-algebras. This
classification is less coarser than the class of isomorphisms (of K-algebras) but much
more adapted to computation. To have L pseudo-isomorphic with L′, it is necessary
and sufficient that the k-algebras B/piB and B′/piB′ are isomorphic. For example, two
totally ramified extensions of K of same degree are pseudo-isomorphic but not necessarily
isomorphic (in both cases B/piB ' k[X]/〈Xn〉 and B′/piB′ ' k[X]/〈Xn〉). We now point
out the most important property of pseudo-isomorphisms, i.e. the computational interest :
The knowledge of a pseudo-isomorphism between L and L′ permits us to
compute the algebraic structure of B′ if we already know the algebraic struc-
ture of B.
In particular a pseudo-isomorphism is an isomorphism of A-modules so if one knows
a basis of B one can compute a basis of B′. But pseudo-isomorphisms are not only iso-
morphisms of modules because they also permit the computation of algebraic invariants
as ramification indices and residual degrees.
Most of the pseudo-isomorphisms we will consider can be seen as approximations of
isomorphisms of K-algebras or more generally of K̂-algebras, where K̂ denotes the com-
pletion of K under v.
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Lemma 2.2. Let ϕ : L→ L′ be a K-linear map; then ϕ is a pseudo-isomorphism if and
only if ϕ̂ : L̂→ L̂′ (where L̂ = L⊗K K̂ and ϕ̂ = ϕ⊗ IdK̂) is a pseudo-isomorphism from
L̂ to L̂′.
Dealing with approximation of pseudo-isomorphisms, we have the following result.
Proposition 2.3. Let C be a sub-ring of B which is an A-module of maximal rank (in
other words, C is an order), δ ∈ N such that piδB ⊂ C and ϕ : L→ L′ a K-linear map.
Suppose that ϕ(C) ⊂ B′ and that there exists a pseudo-isomorphism ψ from L to L′ such
that
∀x ∈ C ϕ(x) ≡ ψ(x) mod piδ+1B′
then ϕ is also a pseudo-isomorphism from L to L′.
Proof. There exists such a integer δ because C is of maximal rank. Let x ∈ B then
piδx ∈ C and then
piδϕ(x) = ϕ(piδx) = ψ(piδx) + piδ+1b′ = piδψ(x) + piδ+1b′, b′ ∈ B′.
Since ψ(B) ⊂ B′, we have ψ(x) ∈ B′ and therefore ϕ(x) ∈ B′. Moreover ϕ(x) ≡ ψ(x)
(mod piB′) so we can conclude. 2
Most of the time, this proposition will be used with ψ an isomorphism of K-algebras in
place of a pseudo-isomorphism. We will use it to prove the structural stability theorem.
structural stability
First, we should recall some basic results about the reduced discriminant. Let R be a
unitary commutative ring and F ∈ R[X], the reduced discriminant of F , disr(F ), is the
ideal of R defined by disr(F ) = (FR[X] + F ′R[X]) ∩R.
Lemma 2.4. Let R be a ring that is complete with respect to an ideal a and let F ∈ R[X]
be a polynomial. If d, x are elements of R such that d ∈ disr(F ) and F (x) ≡ 0 (mod d2a)
then there exists a root r of F such that r ≡ x (mod da). Moreover, if F ′(x) is a regular
element of R then such a root is unique.
Proof. Since d ∈ disr(F ), one can find U, V ∈ R[X] such that d = UF +V F ′; therefore
we have d = U(x)F (x)+V (x)F ′(x). Moreover F (x) ≡ 0 (mod d2a), so there exists a ∈ a
such that F (x) = da and we have F ′(x)V (x) = d(1 − aU(x)). In order to conclude, we
note that a is included in the Jacobson radical because the ring R is complete. This
proves that (1−aU(x)) is invertible and that F ′(x) | d. The result is then a consequence
of the Hensel lemma (see Eisenbud, 1995, Section 7.2, Theorem 7.3, for an appropriate
version). 2
This result will be useful to prove the “strong structural stability theorem” which we
recall now.
Theorem 2.5. (Strong Structural Stability) We suppose A to be complete under
v. Let F,G ∈ A[X] be monic separable polynomials such that F ≡ G (mod pi disr(F )2).
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Then the A-algebras A[X]/〈F 〉 and A[X]/〈G〉 are isomorphic and so are the K-algebras
K[X]/〈F 〉 and K[X]/〈G〉.
Proof. In Proposition 5.60 (Chapter 4, Section 5, no 8 of Pohst and Zassenhaus, 1989),
it is proved that if F ≡ G (mod pi disr(F )) then the reduced discriminants of F and G
equal. We have more so this equality is true. Set x = X mod F then the ideal piA[x] is
included in the Jacobson radical of A[x] and A[x] is complete with respect to this ideal.
By Lemma 2.4, since
G(x) ≡ 0 (mod pi disr(F )2A[x]),
there exists a root y ∈ A[x] of G such that y ≡ x (mod pi disr(F )). Since the role of F and
G in the hypothesis is symmetric, we know that there exists a root z of F in A[y] such
that z ≡ y (mod pi disr(G)). Therefore A[z] ⊂ A[y] ⊂ A[x] and z ≡ x (mod pi disr(F )).
Finally, as F is separable, F ′(x) is a regular element of A[x] and hence, by Lemma 2.4,
z = x. 2
Approximations of this kind of isomorphisms were first introduced by Zassenhaus (see
Pohst and Zassenhaus, 1989, Chapter 4, Section 5, no 8). With the notations of the
introduction, if x ∈ B is a primitive element of L over K, we know that disr(F )B ⊂ A[x]
(it is a consequence of the inclusion F ′(x)B ∈ A[x]).
Theorem 2.6. (Weak Structural Stability) Let F ∈ A[X] be a monic separable
polynomial of degree n. If G ∈ A[X] is another monic polynomial of same degree such
that G ≡ F (mod pi disr(F )2) then the K-linear map ϕ defined by
ϕ : K[X]/〈F 〉 −→ K[Y ]/〈G〉
(X mod F )i 7−→ (Y mod G)i 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
is a pseudo-isomorphism.
Proof. We denote by B and B′ the integral closures of A in K[X]/〈F 〉 and K[Y ]/〈G〉,
respectively. By Lemma 2.2, we can suppose that K is complete under v. As in the pre-
vious proof, we know that there exists a root r ∈ B′ such that r ≡ y (mod pi disr(F )B′)
(where y = Y mod G); moreover we can show that ψ(x) = r defines an isomorphism of
K-algebras between K[x] and K[y] (of course x = X mod F ). So we have
∀z ∈ A[x] ϕ(z) ≡ ψ(z) (mod pi disr(F )B′)
In order to conclude, it suffices to use Proposition 2.3. 2
We can now prove the main theorem of this paragraph.
Theorem 2.7. With hypotheses H-1 and H-2, L is pseudo-isomorphic to a finite prod-
uct of e´tale K-algebras in which the corresponding ring of integers is a monogenic
A-algebra.
Proof. Let F ∈ A[X] be the minimal polynomial of a primitive element of L over
K which can be supposed to be an integer. In K̂[X], F factors as F̂1 · · · F̂r. For each
i, we introduce a monic polynomial Fi ∈ A[X] such that Fi ≡ F̂i (mod pi disr(F )2).
By the Weak Structural Stability Theorem, we know that the K-algebras K[X]/〈F 〉
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and K[X]/〈F1 · · ·Fr〉 are pseudo-isomorphic. Moreover, since the polynomial F1 · · ·Fr is
separable (because it has the same reduced discriminant as F ), the polynomials Fi are
relatively prime and we have
K[X]/〈F 〉 '
pseudo
K[X]/〈F1 · · ·Fr〉 ' K[X]/〈F1〉 × · · · ×K[X]/〈Fr〉.
On the other hand, by the Strong Structural Stability Theorem, for each i, K̂-algebras
K̂[X]/〈Fi〉 and K̂[X]/〈F̂i〉 are isomorphic; therefore the polynomials Fi are irreducible
over K̂. Then the integral closure of A in K[X]/〈Fi〉 is a discrete valuation ring. Since
hypotheses H-1 and H-2 are satisfied, by Theorem 1.2, we know that this integral closure
is a monogenic A-algebra. 2
3. Computation of Integral Closure
We give a new algorithm which is based on the search of monogenic elements and
on the weak structural stability. This algorithm uses techniques of the round4 algorithm
which has been found by H. Zassenhaus. The structure of the result is exactly the explicit
realization of Theorem 2.7. Given a monic separable polynomial F ∈ A[X], in order to
compute the algebraic structure of the integral closure B of A in K[X]/〈F 〉, the algorithm
returns some (Fi, εi, gi)1≤i≤s with Fi ∈ A[X], εi ∈ K[X]/〈F 〉, gi ∈ K[X]/〈Fi〉 such that
• each polynomial Fi is monic and separable;
• the integral closure of A in K[X]/〈Fi〉 is a monogenic A-algebra and gi is one of its
monogenic elements;
• the elements εi permit us to define a pseudo-isomorphism
K[X1]/〈F1〉 × · · · ×K[Xs]/〈Fs〉 −→ K[X]/〈F 〉
Xji mod Fi 7−→ (Xj mod F )εi
(?)
(where 1 ≤ i ≤ s and 0 ≤ j < deg(Fi)). In particular, (εi)1≤i≤s is a complete set of
orthogonal idempotents of B/piB.
From the triples Fi, εi, gi, one can easily compute the algebraic structure of B: an
A-basis of B but also the prime decomposition of pi in B, the ramification indices and
the residual degree of each maximal ideal of B over A.
non-primary elements and decomposition into a product of algebras
In order to reduce degrees of polynomials, one of the steps of the algorithm consists
in decomposing the K-algebra in the following sense: computing monic and separable
polynomials Fi ∈ A[X] and elements εi ∈ K[X]/〈F 〉 such that the map defined as in (?)
is a pseudo-isomorphism. This is possible as soon as we know that there are several
maximal ideals in B.
Definition 3.1. Let y ∈ B, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) the A-algebra A[y] is a local ring;
(2) the k-algebra k[y] is a field;
(3) the characteristic (or minimal) polynomial of y over K is the power of an irreducible
modulo pi.
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If one of these conditions is satisfied we say that y is primary .
Non-primary elements permit us to decompose the algebra. Indeed, if y ∈ B is such an
element, then we can find G1, . . . , Gs ∈ A[X] monic and relatively prime modulo pi poly-
nomials such that the characteristic polynomial χy has the factorization χy ≡ G1 · · ·Gs
(mod pi). Via Bezout coefficients we know that this factorization allows us to compute
a complete set of orthogonal idempotents of B/piB. If N ∈ N∗, by Newton’s method
(here it is only ε ← 3ε2 − 2ε3), we may lift them to ε1, . . . , εs ∈ B, a set of orthogonal
idempotents of B/piNB. In field theory, it is well known that a set of orthogonal idempo-
tents of a finite dimensional K-algebra permits us to split every characteristic polynomial
into several factors. Here, because A/piNA is a local ring, it is also true. First we have
B/piNB =
⊕
i(B/pi
NB)εi. Since B is a free module over A, so is the A/piNA-module
B/piNB. Since the ring A/piNA is local, each (B/piNB)εi is also free (and of dimension
deg(Gi)). Then, for all z ∈ B, we can choose monic polynomials F1, . . . , Fs such that
Fi(X)×Xn−deg(Gi) ≡ χxεi(X) (mod piN )
and we have F ≡ F1 · · ·Fs (mod piN ). Keeping this in mind, we are able to prove the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Let F ∈ A[X] be a monic separable polynomial and set δ = v(disr(F )).
Let y ∈ B be a non-primary element whose characteristic polynomial χy splits into several
factors: χy ≡ G1 · · ·Gs (mod pi) where the polynomials Gi are relatively prime modulo
pi. Then one can compute ε1, . . . , εs a set of orthogonal idempotents of B/piδ+1B and
F1, . . . , Fs monic polynomials such that F ≡ F1 · · ·Fs (mod pi2δ+1). Then the K-linear
map defined by
ϕ : K[X1]/〈F1〉 × · · · ×K[Xs]/〈Fs〉 −→ K[X]/〈F 〉
Xji mod Fi 7−→ (Xj mod F )εi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ s, 0 ≤ j < deg(Fi), is a pseudo-isomorphism.
Proof. It remains to be proved that ϕ is a pseudo-isomorphism. By Lemma 2.2, it
suffices to show that ϕ̂ is a pseudo-isomorphism. But it is the composition σ ◦ τ of two
K̂-linear maps:
K̂[X1]/〈F1〉 × · · · × K̂[Xs]/〈Fs〉 τ→ K̂[X1]/〈F̂1〉 × · · · × K̂[Xs]/〈F̂s〉 σ→ K̂[X]/〈F 〉
where for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and 0 ≤ j < deg(Fi) = deg(F̂i), σ and τ are defined by
τ(Xji mod Fi) = X
j
i mod F̂i and σ(X
j
i mod F̂i) = (X
j mod F )εi.
But τ is a pseudo-isomorphism since, by the weak structural stability, it is a cartesian
product of such isomorphisms. As to σ, it satisfies hypothesis of Proposition 2.3 where
the order is the product
∏
i Â[Xi mod F̂i] and where σ is viewed by the approximation
of the isomorphism of K̂-algebras between
∏
i K̂[Xi]/〈F̂i〉 and K̂[X]/〈F 〉.2
the pseudo-valuation v? and the v?-test
We denote by W the set of valuations extending v on L (remark: if L is not a field,
we use definition of valuations as in Bourbaki, 1985, Chapter 6, Section 3, no 1); there
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is a bijection between this set and the set of maximal ideals of B. We also introduce the
map v? defined by
∀y ∈ L, v?(y) = min{w(y), w ∈ W}.
This is a pseudo-valuation on L (see Pohst and Zassenhaus (1989, Chapter 4, Section 3,
No. 4)), i.e. a map from L to R ∪ {∞} such that for all y, z ∈ L:
v?(y) =∞⇔ y = 0, v?(y + z) ≥ min{v?(y), v?(z)}, v?(yz) ≥ v?(y) + v?(z).
As valuations, we should note that for all y, z ∈ L and m ∈ N, v?(ym) = mv?(y) and
v?(y + z) = min{v?(y), v?(z)} if v?(y) 6= v?(z). Moreover, we have B = {z ∈ L, v?(z) ≥
0} and rad(B) = {z ∈ L, v?(z) > 0}. Finally, as in Pohst and Zassenhaus (1989),
we define the following proposition.
Definition 3.3. We say that y ∈ L passes the v?-test if and only if v?(y) = w(y) for
each w ∈ W.
Let y, z be two elements of L. If one of them passes the v?-test then v?(yz) = v?(y) +
v?(z). On the other hand, if y ∈ B passes the v?-test, then y is invertible in B if and
only if v?(y) = 0.
explicit computation of v? and of the v?-test
Given y ∈ L and its minimal polynomial µ ∈ K[X] over K we want to compute the
set
{w(X mod µ) | w extending v to K[X]/〈µ〉}
and we want to decide whether this set contains more than one element. All this can be
done using Newton polygons. Indeed, if Ω denotes a decomposition field of µ with an
extension of v (still denoted v), then the previous set equals
{v(r) | r ∈ Ω and µ(r) = 0}.
But, this set is also the set of all opposites of the slopes of the sides of the Newton
polygon of µ (see Weiss, 1963, Chapter 3). So, if G = Xn+an−1Xn−1 + · · ·+a0 ∈ A[X],
we define
v?(G) = min
{
v(ai)
n− i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1
}
and we say that G passes the v?-test if and only if
∀i, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, v(ai)
n− i ≥
v(a0)
n
.
This is also equivalent to the fact that v?(G) = v(a0)n . With those definitions we have the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.4. Let y ∈ L and denote the minimal (resp. characteristic) polynomial
of y over K by µy (resp. χy). Then
v?(y) = v?(χy) = v?(µy)
and y passes the v?-test if and only if µy or χy passes the v?-test.
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application: computation of non-primary elements
If y ∈ B does not pass the v?-test, then there are several maximal ideals in B. So it
should help us to decompose the A-algebra.
Proposition 3.5. Let x ∈ B be an element which does not pass the v?-test and (a, b) ∈
N × N∗ such that v?(x) = a/b. Set y = xb/pia. Then y ∈ B does not pass the v?-test,
satisfies v?(y) = 0 and is non-primary.
Proof. If v?(x) = 0, then y = x and x is invertible modulo a maximal ideal m of B. So
the minimal polynomial of x mod m is different from X. On the other hand, as x does not
pass the v?-test, there is a valuation w ∈ W such that w(x) > 0; therefore x is contained
in a maximal m′ of B. This time, the minimal polynomial of x mod m′ (over k) equals
X. In conclusion, the minimal polynomial of x cannot be the power of an irreducible
element of k[X]. The rest is obvious. 2
For example, if F (X) = Xn + piX + pi2 and n ≥ 3 then the element x = X mod F
does not pass the v?-test and v?(x) = 1n−1 . We set y = x
n−1/pi and notice that its
characteristic polynomial equals χy(X) = X(X+1)n−1 +(−1)npin−2; so y is non-primary
and it can be proved that x+ y is a monogenic element of B.
primary case: the search of a monogenic element
For y ∈ B we denote by ly the residual ring of A[y] (that is the quotient of A[y] by
its Jacobson radical), fy the degree of y over k, ry the rational defined by min{v?(z) >
0, z ∈ A[y]} and ey the denominator of the irreducible fraction which represents ry. We
call piy ∈ A[y] such that v?(piy) = ry a pseudo-uniformizing element of A[y].
If G ∈ A[X] is the square free part of the characteristic (or minimal) polynomial of y
modulo pi then ly ' k[Y ]/〈G〉 and we have
fy = deg(G) and ry = min{1, v?(G(y))}.
Moreover G(y) is a pseudo-uniformizing element of A[y] if and only if v?(G(y)) ≤ 1; if
it is not, then pi is a pseudo-uniformizing element. The reader will easily check that the
following lemma is valid.
Lemma 3.6. For any y, z ∈ B we have
(1) if y ≡ z (mod rad(B)) then fy = fz;
(2) if y ≡ z (mod piB) then fy = fz and ry = rz.
Those properties permit to work with primitive elements of L/K. Indeed, since L is
e´tale, y ∈ L is a primitive element if and only if its characteristic polynomial is separable
and we can prove that (see the paragraph “Two problems of effectivity” for a proof) the
following proposition holds.
Proposition 3.7. Let y ∈ L be a primitive element of L over K. For each y′ ∈ L,
except for a finite set of elements λ ∈ K, all the elements y′ + λpiy are primitive.
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We are now able to give a criterion for a primary element to be monogenic. This
criterion appeared in the classical round4 algorithm; elements which pass this criterion
are sometimes called Eisenstein elements (see Ford, 1987; Pohst and Zassenhaus, 1989).
Proposition 3.8. Let y ∈ B be a primary element. Then y is a monogenic element of
B over A if and only if nry = fy; moreover, in this case, B is a discrete valuation ring.
Proof. Since y is primary, if B = A[y] then B is a discrete valuation ring. In this case,
we have fy = f and ry = 1/e where f and e are the residual degree and the ramification
index of the unique extension of v to L. So n = ef , that is nry = fy.
Conversely, we begin to prove that ry ∈ 1/N∗ but we need some notations; as before
W denotes the set of valuations extending v on L and for each w ∈ W, ew and fw
are, respectively, the ramification index and the residual degree of w. We recall that
n =
∑
w∈W ewfw. Now, since y is primary, for each w ∈ W, fy | fw therefore fy | n and
ry ∈ 1/N∗. So we have ry = 1/ey or n = eyfy. Moreover, one of the ew is divisible by
ey. This proves that there is w′ ∈ W such that fy | fw′ and ey | ew′ . Since n = eyfy,
necessarily n = ew′fw′ with fw′ = fy and ew′ = ey. Proposition 1.3 permits us to
conclude. 2
the primary case
We are now interested in the following case: the polynomial F is supposed to be the
power of an irreducible modulo pi, F ≡ G (mod pi), and G(x) satisfies the v?(x)-test
(x = X mod F ). We can also suppose that v?(G(x)) ∈ 1/N∗ (see remarks after the proof
of Lemma 3.9). So, with the previous notations, we can take pix = G(x) and we have
fx = deg(G) and rx = v?(G(x)) =
1
ex
.
While any decomposition is conceivable—in other words, while any non-primary element
or any element which does not satisfy the v?-test is detected—this step consists in search-
ing a monogenic element of B. If such an element g is found the triple (F, 1, g) is returned;
this achieves the algorithm.
A sequence (xi)i≥0 of primitive elements is computed such that
lxi ( lxi+1 or (lxi = lxi+1 and rxi+1 < rxi). (??)
Necessarily, for one i, we will have nrxi = fxi and xi is a monogenic element of B.
Beginning with x0 = x, let us show how to find x′ ∈ B as we want. If x′ satisfies
the property (??) but is not primitive we obtain a primitive element satisfying (??)
by applying Proposition 3.7 and Lemma 3.6. To obtain x′ satisfying (??) a sequence
of elements of B \ A[x] is computed. It is important to note that pseudo-valuations of
elements of B \A[x] are bounded. Indeed, as x is a primitive element of L/K there exists
δ ∈ N∗ such that piδB ⊂ A[x]; this shows that for all y ∈ B \ A[x], we have v?(y) ≤ δ.
So the computation of such elements will end in a finite number of steps. Here is a
diagram which sums up all the possibilities except those where a non-primary element
or an element which does not satisfy the v?-test is found (see the zoom of this diagram
in the paragraph “Possibility of increasing the residual field or f”).
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the Zassenhaus integer
The first element of B \A[x] we will consider is the Zassenhaus integer defined by
Z =
G(x)ex
pi
=
piexx
pi
.
Then v?(Z) = 0, Z ∈ B \ A[x] because fxex < n and Z satisfies the v?-test if and only
if G(x) satisfies this test.
possibility of decreasing r (or increasing e)
As we can see in the previous diagram, we want to compute an element x′ such that
lx = lx′ and rx′ < rx if rx - v?(y). We need divisibility in Q ; if r, s ∈ Q, we say that r
divides s if there exists q ∈ Z such that s = qr. Notions of gcd and lcm exist and for
a, b ∈ Z, we have gcd(ab , a
′
b ) =
gcd(a,a′)
b and gcd(
1
a ,
1
b ) =
1
lcm(a,b) .
Lemma 3.9. Let x ∈ B be a primary element, pix a pseudo-uniformizing element of A[x]
and y ∈ B another element. If one of elements y or pix satisfies the v?-test, then there
exists x′ ∈ B such that
x′ ≡ x mod rad(B) and rx′ = gcd(rx, v?(y)).
Moreover, x′ is computable.
Proof. If rx | v?(y), it suffices to choose x′ = x. If not, we set d = gcd(rx, v?(y))
then d < rx ≤ 1 and there exists (α, β) ∈ Z2 such that d = αrx + βv?(y). We now
set ξ = piαx y
β and x′ = x + ξ. Then v?(ξ) > 0, so ξ ∈ rad(B); this shows that x′ = x.
They have the same minimal polynomial over k. Let G ∈ A[x] be a monic lift of this
minimal polynomial. Since l is supposed to be e´tale, G mod pi is necessarily separable.
Therefore, G′(x) 6≡ 0 (mod rad(A[x])). On the other hand, since x is primary, the ring
A[x] is local; so G′(x) is invertible in A[x] (and so in B). In particular, G′(x) satisfies the
v?-test and v?(G′(x)) = 0. In order to conclude we show that v?(G(x′)) = d by writing
G(x′) = G(x) + ξG′(x) + ξ2r where r ∈ B.2
The element x′ computed as in the previous lemma satisfies
x′ ≡ x mod rad(B) and rx′ = gcd(rx, v?(y)) < rx
and so permits us to conclude.
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In the beginning of the primary case, we have supposed that v?(G(x)) ∈ 1/N. If it
is not this lemma permits to reduce to this case, by using it with x,G(x) and pi (and
applying proposition 3.7 if x′ is not primitive).
Possibility of increasing the residual field or f
If y 6∈ k(x), we could hope to compute x′ ∈ B such that lx ( lx′ . Unfortunately, such
an element x′ does not exist necessarily. In fact, if the sub-algebra k[x, y] which strictly
contains the field k(x), is also a field then any lift of a primitive element suits (such an
element exists because l is supposed to be e´tale). If it is not, then A[x, y] necessarily
contains a non-primary element because the ring A[x, y] is not local; indeed, if m and
m′ are two distinct maximal ideals, it suffices to choose x′ ∈ m \ m′. The problem is to
compute such elements in order to decompose the algebra.
• If k is an infinite field, the following proposition will be used.
Proposition 3.10. Let k be an infinite field and l = k[x, y] an e´tale k-algebra of finite
dimension. Then, except for a finite number of λ ∈ k, elements x + λy are primitive
elements of l/k.
Using this proposition (we give an effective version and a proof of this proposition in
the following section named “Two problems of effectivity”), we easily prove that all the
elements x + λy, except a finite number of them, are either non-primary or of residual
degree strictly greater than fx.
Let us point out here the main difference between the finite residual field case and
the infinite one. The previous result is false in the context of an e´tale algebra over a
finite field. For example the F2-algebra F32 equals F2[(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0)] but we know that
F32 cannot be monogenic over F2 because there are only two irreducible polynomials
of degree 1 over F2. This is not specific to the characteristic 2; let θ1, θ2, θ3 ∈ F9 be
roots of f1 = X2 + 1, f2 = X2 + X − 1 and f3 = X2 − X − 1, respectively. We know
that f1, f2, f3 are the three possible irreducible polynomials of degree 2 over F3. Set
x = (θ1, θ2, θ3, 0) ∈ F49. The minimal polynomial of x over F3 is then Xf1f2f3; so F3[x]
is a subspace of F49 of dimension 7. Furthermore, it is clear that F3[x] does not contain
y = (0, 0, 0, θ1); for dimensional reason, we must have F49 = F3[x, y]. Since F49 is not
monogenic over F3 (because f1, f2, f3 are the only irreducible polynomials of degree 2
over F3), the element x+ λy cannot be a primitive element of F49 for any λ ∈ F3.
• We postpone the case where k is a finite field.
computation of elements of B \A[x] with increasing pseudo-valuations
If none of the two previous possibilities are conceivable, then we want to compute
another element y′ ∈ B \A[x] such that v?(y′) > v?(y). It is sure that rx | v?(y) so there
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exists m ∈ N such that v?(y) = mrx. Let z = y/pimx . Because both y and pix pass the
v?-test (otherwise a decomposition is possible) and y ∈ B\A[x], we have z ∈ U(B)\A[x].
We can also assume that z ∈ k[x] (if it is not, as we have seen, we are able to compute
another element with greater residual degree). Then
y′ = y − ξpimx where ξ ∈ A[x] and ξ = z
suits. But we have not explained how to detect whether y/pimx ∈ k[x] or not. Before doing
this, we want to point out two examples. In Hallouin (1998), the primary case is illustrated
in several examples: polynomials Xn− εpim (ε ∈ U(A)) and prime decomposition of 2 in
some bi-quadratic extensions Q(
√
a,
√
b) defined by polynomials X4−2(a+b)X2+(b−a)2
(where a, b are relatively prime square-free integers) are studied in detail.
two problems of effectivity
Let z ∈ U(B). We want to be able to solve the two following problems in an efficient
way:
Pb 1. We want to test if z ∈ k[x].
Pb 2. If so, we have to compute z′ ∈ A[x] such that z′ ≡ z mod radB.
Recall that the field k is supposed to be infinite. Via B we are able to compute in l; for
example, we know how to compute the minimal polynomial of an element (just take the
square-free part modulo pi of the characteristic polynomial). In this case, we can prove
Effectivity: Let k be an infinite field, l an e´tale k-algebra of finite dimension
in which we are able to compute minimal polynomials. Then we have an
algorithm which permits us to solve the following problem in an efficient
way: let x, y ∈ l then we can test if y ∈ k[x] and compute a polynomial
P ∈ k[X] such that y = P (x) if y ∈ k[x].
We need another indeterminate λ over k and we set kλ = k[λ], m = degk(x), n =
degk(y). In the free kλ-algebra kλ[x]⊗kλ kλ[y] of degree mn, the characteristic polynomial
of z = λx+ y is given by
χ(λ,Z) = resY (G(Y ), resX(F (X), Z − (λX + Y ))) ∈ kλ[Z]
where F,G ∈ k[X] denote the minimal polynomials of x and y respectively. Since the
polynomials F and G are separable (because l is e´tale over k), so is the polynomial χ.
Therefore the discriminant disZ(χ) is a non-zero polynomial of kλ. Since the field k is
infinite, one can choose λ0 ∈ k such that χ(λ0, Z) is also separable (in fact, except for
a finite set of λ0, it is so). From now, λ0 denotes such a substitution. We set χ0(Z) =
χ(λ0, Z); by the choice of λ0, there exist U, V ∈ k[X] such that Uχ0 + V χ′0 = 1.
Since χ(λ, λx+ y) = 0, we also have
∂
∂λ
χ(λ, λx+ y) = χ′λ(λ, λx+ y) + xχ
′
Z(λ, λx+ y) = 0.
(Kronecker was the first mathematician to use this technique). Substituting λ0 for λ, we
obtain
x = −χ′λ(λ0, λ0x+ y)V (λ0x+ y).
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This proves constructively the equality k[x] ⊗k k[y] = k[λ0x + y]. A fortiori we have
k[x, y] = k[λ0x + y]. So z0 = λ0x + y is a primitive element of k[x, y] over k; moreover,
we have a polynomial P ∈ k[X] such that x = P (z0).
We should now note that
y ∈ k[x] ⇔ k[x] = k[x, y] ⇔ dimk x = dimk k[x, y] ⇔ dimk x = dimk z0.
By the calculation of minimal polynomials, we are able to compute all the previous
dimensions. So we can test if y ∈ k[x]. Last, if y ∈ k[x], then x and z0 are two primitive
elements of k[x] over k. Since we know the expression of x as a function of z0 we can
deduce these of z0 as a function of x (it suffices to reverse a change of basis matrix). This
expression permits us to compute a polynomial P such that y = P (x) because we have
z0 = λ0x+ y.
the special case of finite residual fields
We keep the hypotheses of the primary case, but we now assume that the residual
fields are finite of characteristic p > 0. In particular, k is finite of order q. Let us recall
the problems which have been shelved:
Pb 1. we want to test if y ∈ k(x);
Pb 2. if so, we must find z ∈ A[x] such that z = y;
Pb 3. if not, we must find x′ ∈ A[x, y] such that fx′ > fx.
Because residual fields are finite, Pb 3 can be replaced by
Pb 3 bis. if not, we must find x′ ∈ A[x, y] such that fx′ = lcm(fx, fy) or x′ non-
primary.
What differentiates the finite case from the infinite case is that there is not necessarily
a primitive element in a finite dimensional k-algebra; for example, the F2-algebra F32
does not have primitive element. On the other hand, in field theory, we have a primitive
element theorem.
Theorem 3.11. Let l/k a finite extension of finite fields such that l = k(x, y). Then
there exists a primitive element of l over k of the form y +R(x) where R ∈ k[X].
• If fy - fx, then y 6∈ k(x). In this case, one of the elements x′ = y + R(x), where
R ∈ k[X] (deg(R) < fx), satisfies either fx′ = lcm(fx, fy) or x′ non-primary.
Indeed, let m be a maximal ideal of B; since x, y are primary elements, the finite
fields k(x mod m) and k(y mod m) are of dimension fx and fy, respectively. By
Theorem 3.11, we know that there exists R ∈ k[X] such that x′ = y + R(x) taken
modulo m is a primitive element of k(x mod m, y mod m). So the degree of x′ mod m
over k is lcm(fx, fy) and x′ is either non-primary, or it satisfies fx′ = lcm(fx, fy).
• If fy | fx, following Ford and Letard (1994), we first need to show how to compute
α ∈ N such that
∀y ∈ B, (y ∈ k(x) =⇒ yqα ∈ A[x]).
Since y ∈ k(x) there exists z ∈ A[x] and r ∈ rad(B) such that y = z + r; so
yq
α
= (z + r)q
α
=
qα∑
i=0
Ciqαr
izq
α−i.
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Because x is a primitive element of L/K, there exists δ ∈ N such that piδB ⊂ A[x].
Hence for each y ∈ B, if v?(y) ≥ δ then y ∈ A[x]. Therefore, in the previous sum,
for i ≥ nδ, we have ri ∈ A[x] because v?(r) ≥ 1/n. We need a lemma to study the
other terms (see Silverman, 1961, Chapter IV, Lemma 6.2):
Lemma 3.12. Let p be a prime of Z and v a valuation over Z such that v(p) does not
equal zero neither infinity. Then v(i!) ≤ (i−1)v(p)p−1 .
By this lemma, v(Ciqα) ≥ v(qα) − v(i!) ≥
(
α logp q − i−1p−1
)
v(p). So if α is such that
for each i ∈ [1, . . . , nδ] we have α logp q − i−1p−1 ≥ δ/v(p), it holds. It suffices to take
α ≥ 1logp q
(
δ
v(p) +
nδ−1
p−1
)
. In brief, there exists an integer α which only depends on x as
we want; moreover we are able to compute such an integer.
We set qy = qfy the order of the residual field of A[y], that is k(y), and we let β ∈ N
such that β ≥ α/fy, then we have
y ∈ k(x) ⇐⇒ yqβy ∈ A[x].
This permits us to solve the first two problems because it is easy to test if an element is
in A[x]. To prove this equivalence, we should note that for i ∈ N, yqiy = y. Therefore, if
yq
β
y ∈ A[x] then y ∈ k(x) and yqβy is an expression in x which equals y modulo rad(B).
Conversely, if y ∈ k(x), then, because of the choice of β, we know that yqβy ∈ A[x].
We have completely solved the two first problems in an effective way; it remains to
solve the last one that is when y 6∈ k(x). The hypothesis fy | fx will be needed. First,
because of this hypothesis, the k-algebra k[x, y] cannot be a field (if it is a field, by unicity
of a finite field of fixed order, we would have y ∈ k(x)). So we will try to find a non-
primary element in A[x, y]. Another time, we can prove that among elements y + R(x)
with R ∈ k[x] such that deg(R) < fx, there is such an element. Indeed, because l is e´tale
over k, it is a finite product of (finite) fields:
l = l1 × · · · × lr, x = (x1, . . . , xr), y = (y1, . . . , yr).
Since x and y are primary elements, all the xi (resp. yi) have the same minimal polynomial
over k. Moreover, as fy | fx, for each i, yi ∈ k(xi) (unicity of a finite field of fixed order
in a field). Then there are polynomials Pi ∈ K[x] (deg(Pi) < fx) such that yi = Pi(xi).
Since y 6∈ k(x), there are i 6= j such that Pi 6= Pj . We assert that x′ = y − Pi(x) is
non-primary because modulo rad(B) this element is a zero divisor.
4. Experimental Results
A complete implementation of this algorithm has been realized in Axiom by the author.
The same program is used in number field and function field theory.
A decomposition is computed and then it is very easy to compute bases, ramification
structures and primary decompositions; so all those elements are computed at the same
time.
Here are two examples of explicit computations.
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example in number theory and in function field theory
We consider a monic polynomial F of Z[x] taken from Pohst and Zassenhaus (1989)
times another polynomial to show that the given polynomial does not need to be irre-
ducible but only separable; we only give the ramification structure above the prime 2 of
the number field generated by a root of this polynomial. We show how to compute the
local integral basis.
Next, we choose a polynomial of F5(t)[X] separable (but not irreducible) and we com-
pute the ramification structure; note that there is wild ramification.
Example 1
-- Example in number theory...
-- ...so polynomials are over the rationals
F1 : PolA := X^11 + 101*X^10 + 4151*X^9 + 87851*X^8 + 976826*X^7 + 4621826*X^6_
- 5948674*X^5 - 113111674*X^4 - 12236299*X^3 + 1119536201*X^2_
- 1660753125*X - 332150625 ;
F2 : PolA := X^3 + X^2 - 2*X + 8 ;
F : PolA := F1 * F2 ;
-- We choose the prime 2 so the residual field as also 2 as cardinal
setPrime(2, 2)$round4
-- Here, the decomposition is computed:
decomp := decomposition(F)$round4
-- and then the ramification type (six ideals over 2)
sum_ef(decomp)$round4
(13)
[[ramificationIndex= 1,residualDegree= 1],
[ramificationIndex= 1,residualDegree= 1],
[ramificationIndex= 4,residualDegree= 1],
[ramificationIndex= 1,residualDegree= 1],
[ramificationIndex= 1,residualDegree= 1],
[ramificationIndex= 6,residualDegree= 1]]
-- ... and the local integral basis.
echelonedlocalIntegralBasis(G, decomp)$round4
(14) Too Big...
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Example in function field over F_5
-- The cardinal of the residual field...
p : NNI := 5 ;
-- ...and the prime t of F_5(t)
pi : A := t ; setPrime(pi, p)$round4 ;
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-- This time, polynomials are over F_5(t)
G1 : PolA := X^5*(X+1)^3 + t^(15) ;
G2 : PolA := (X-1)^2 + t^2 ;
G : PolA := G1 * G2 ;
-- We compute the decomposition...
decomp := decomposition(G)$round4 ;
-- ... the ramification type
sum_ef(decomp)$round4
(19)
[[ramificationIndex= 1,residualDegree= 1],
[ramificationIndex= 1,residualDegree= 2],
[ramificationIndex= 1,residualDegree= 1],
[ramificationIndex= 1,residualDegree= 1],
[ramificationIndex= 5,residualDegree= 1]]
Note: In the first example, the residual ring is F62 so the ring B is not a monogenic
algebra.
computation of a monogenic element in a finite extension of Q(t)
The decomposition which is computed allows the computation of the basis, the rami-
fication structure, the ideal decomposition and also a monogenic element (when such an
element exists). The last example deals with the computation of such an element.
We show that the type of the decomposition which is computed permits the compu-
tation of a monogenic element very easily. In Ducos (1997), Ducos computed an affine
model of the elementary 5-cyclic cover of P1(Q), that is a polynomial F (t,X) ∈ Q[t,X]
which realizes regularitively the cyclic group Z/5Z. The associated extension Q(t, x)/Q(t)
has Galois group equal to Z/5Z. Moreover, the author has determined the ramification
structure. In particular, he has shown that the valuation vt of Q(t) associated to the
prime t is totally decomposed in Q(t, x). Unfortunately, the point t = 0 is a singular
point of the equation he gives as we can see on the factorization of disX(F ):
disX(F ) = 58t12(t3 − 2t2 − 2t− 4)2(7t3 − 14t2 + 11t− 3)2(t4 − t3 + t2 − t+ 1)4.
We want to get rid of the singularities above t = 0. This amounts to computing a
monogenic element of B/A where A is the localization of Q[t] at t, that is Q[t]〈t〉, and
B its integral closure in Q(t, x). Such an element exists by Theorem 1.2 (the residual
characteristic is zero). We know, a priori , that g ∈ B is a monogenic element if and only
if g is a primitive element of Q5 (this is the residual ring of B). So, it suffices that the
characteristic polynomial of g is square-free modulo t. The element x is not a monogenic
element since F ≡ (X − 4)(X + 1)4 mod t.
Example 2
)r cyclic5Ex.input
-- Cyclic polynomial of Lionel Ducos.
F : PolA := X^5+(-10*t^4+10*t^3-10*t^2+10*t-10)*X^3_
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+(5*t^6+5*t^5-25*t^4+25*t^3-25*t^2+30*t-20)*X^2_
+(10*t^8-20*t^7+30*t^6-15*t^5+10*t^3-20*t^2+30*t-15)*X_
+t^10-10*t^9+20*t^8-30*t^7+35*t^6-28*t^5+15*t^4-5*t^3-5*t^2+10*t-4;
setPrime(t, 1)$round4 ;
totalDecomposition(true)$round4
decomp := decomposition(F)$round4 ;
-- Modular factorization of each factors
[modularFactor(f.factor, t) for f in decomp]
(18) [X - 4,X + 1,X + 1,X + 1,X + 1]
-- As it is shown by the modular factorizations, generators equal, respectively,
-- 4, -1, -1, -1, -1 modulo the associated maximal ideal. In order to avoid
-- doubles, we make a correction
-- [4, -1, -1, -1, -1] + [-2, -1, 0, 1, 2] = [2, -2, -1, 0, 1]
correction : List(FRAC(A)) := [-2, -1, 0, 1, 2] ;
g := reduce(+, [(X + i)*d.idempotent for d in decomp for i in correction]) ;
-- reduction modulo F and pi...
g := reduce(g, F, t)$round4
(22)
11081 2 1583 1 8447 2 1073 1
----- t + ---- t + - - ----- t - ---- t - -
27000 4500 6 4 27000 4500 6 3
--------------------- ? + ----------------------- ?
2 2
t t
+
1791 2 763 3 14351 2 8683 11 2159 2 1118 2
- ---- t - --- t - - ----- t - ---- t - -- ---- t - ---- t - -
1000 500 2 2 27000 4500 6 1350 1125 3
--------------------- ? + ---------------------- ? + --------------------
2 2 2
t t t
chi_g : PolA := characteristicPolynomial(F, g)$round4 ;
-- g is a monogenic element because chi_g satisfies the Dedekind criterion.
dedekindTest(chi_g)$round4
(24) true
-- here is the factorization modulo pi of chi_g.
modularFactor(chi_g, t)
(25) (X - 2)(X - 1)X(X + 1)(X + 2)
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